ENAiKOON driver-id
Personnel and driver identification system

ENAiKOON driver-id is an inexpensive and durable driver
and personnel identification system, which attaches to
the ENAiKOON remote control units ENAiKOON locate-04
and ENAiKOON locate-06. This technology can be used for
multiple purposes:
control
• Access
only authorised personnel will gain access (e.g. to use

a machine, access a room etc). Without attaching their
iButton to the reader, the employee cannot start the
machine or open the door.

The driver-id system is made up of
hardware and software components:

• driver-id reader
• iButton
• ENAiKOON staff-tracker
The driver-id readers

recording of mobile workers
• Time
the mobile worker attaches the personal iButton to the

driver-id reader with 1 sensor

verification
• Assignment
with the iButton technology, you can ensure, that only

It can also be mounted outside of a vehicle due to it’s
weather resistance. This allows the reader to be used like
an attendance recorder, even if the machine operator is
not present.

iButton reader to clock in and out, at the beginning,
break, and the end of their shift, in order to obtain
accurate work hours and access specific areas

authorised personnel can conduct specific assignments
(e.g. machine operators can only operate machines, for
which they have proper authorisation to use like proper
training and certification). Assignments can be handled
from any PC with internet access.

ENAiKOON driver-id is fully supported by the ENAiKOON
M2M-commserver as well as inViu pro, the internet based
fleet management software from ENAiKOON. To use this
hardware in inViu pro the plugin ENAiKOON staff-tracker
is needed.
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This single-sensor iButton reader can easily be mounted to
a vehicle’s dashboard, because of its simple construction.

The built in LED indicates that a reading process was
successful. Optionally, a piezo buzzer can also be used for
the same purpose. The reader is affixed with a counternut.

driver-id reader with 2 sensors
This iButton reader comes with two sensors, allows the
attachment of two iButtons simultaneously. This can be
used to identify the driver and co-driver, which vehicle
they drove, and the duration of vehicle use.

The iButton
The iButton is an integrated electronic key fob, installed
with a unique, indestructible global ID number. It’s light
weight and can be easily attached to a key chain.

ENAiKOON staff-tracker
The ENAiKOON staff-tracker helps you with the
management of your mobile employees by organising
their tasks and facilitating their performance reviews
while giving employers the ability to process the data
collected for payroll and accounting purposes.

Products and prices
Product

Part no.

Product description

ENAiKOON
iButton

ZUB-05-01

ENAiKOON iButton
with key fob, assortement of different colors

€ 10.90

ENAiKOON
driver-id
reader

ZUB-05-02

ENAiKOON driver-id reader with 1 sensor; compatible with
ENAiKOON locate-04 and ENAiKOON locate-06; including
2 ENAiKOON iButton, ENAiKOON buzzer, and a 2 m (6.5 ft) cable

€ 79.90

ENAiKOON
driver-id
reader

ZUB-08-02

ENAiKOON driver-id reader with 2 sensors; compatible with
ENAiKOON locate-04 or ENAiKOON locate-06; including
2 ENAiKOON iButton, ENAiKOON buzzer, and a 2 m (6.5 ft) cable

€ 79.90

ENAiKOON
staff-tracker
web service
ENAiKOON
buzzer

Price

Enhancement of inViu pro with ENAiKOON staff-tracker
EFC-09-48
EFC-09-24

minimum contractual duration: 48 months
minimum contractual duration: 24 months

ZUB-09-32

Buzzer for audible signalling and confirmation of events,
including configuration of the ENAiKOON remote monitoring device
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ENAiKOON GmbH
Stendaler Str. 26
12627 Berlin
Germany

per vehicle
per month
€ 6.90
€ 8.40
€ 19.90

Tel.: +49 30 397475-30
Fax: +49 30 397475-40

info@enaikoon.com
www.enaikoon.com

